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Quotes & Apply Online 24/7:  http://www.DiasporaFuneralCashPlan.com/ . It takes about 5
minutes to do a quote and full application. 

  

    

  

This funeral cash plan is NOT a funeral directors’ services plan it pays out immediate CASH on
proof of death. This guarantees flexibility and ensures cover wherever you are in the world.

  

  

  

This funeral cash plan is NOT a pre-paid plan which pays you back what you have contributed.
Even if you were to accidentally die after making a single monthly premium you would get a full
payout of the amount you are covered for.

  

This funeral cash plan is a whole of life cover with added advantages; guaranteed payout on
death plus you don't have to pay premiums for the rest of your life; you only pay premiums for
20 years and qualify for free cover indefinitely, no medicals at all and immediate cash payout on
proof of death.

  

  

  

Premiums are based in only two things, age and amount of cover. Below are some premiums
examples:

  

COVER AMOUNT EXAMPLE, US$5, 0000
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50yr old covered for US$5, 000 = $14.82pm
40yr old covered for US$5, 000 = $10.96pm
20yr old covered for US$5, 000 = $15.21pm
10yr old covered for US$5, 000 = $4.46pm
5yr old covered for US$5, 000 = $3.62pm

  

  

COVER AMOUNT EXAMPLE, US$10, 0000

50yr old covered for US$10, 000 = $29.64pm
40yr old covered for US$10, 000 = $21.93pm
20yr old covered for US$10, 000 = $15.21pm
10yr old covered for US$10, 000 = $8.91pm
5yr old covered for US$10, 000 = $7.24pm

  

  

You can change country of residence and go anywhere in the world, you will still be covered. 

  

  

This funeral cash plan knows no boarders. Talk of protection without boarders. 
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DiasporaFuneralCashPlan.com  For Your Dignity!

  

  

Vigwa segamba! Vigwa zvine mutsa!

  

  

Ngcwatshwa njengeqhawe!!!

  

  

Protect Yourself! Protect Your Family! Protect Your Dignity!
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http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.DiasporaFuneralCashPlan.com&amp;h=TAQEc1I2n&amp;s=1

